
01:13:15 Ed Lowe: How do tables plan to meet with COVID and safety measures you are 
    taking to mitigate the risks. Ed Lowe Chickamauga and Chattanooga 
    CWRT. 
 
01:17:07 Carol:  Did you pay an honorarium for those presentations? 
 
01:17:45 scdguidon: Did people have to register for each meeting. Shelly, Scottsdale CWRT 
 
01:22:28 Timothy: if you have speakers on zoom do you pay them a full amount or  
    something less. Tim Antosy First Defenders CWRT 
 
01:23:48 Ed Lowe: When a Round Table does open back up for live meetings, what mitigation 
    measures are recommended to prevent COVID spread? Any liability 
    concerns for a Round Table also from that perspective if members should 
    catch COVID. Ed Lowe, Chickamauga and Chattanooga RT  
 
01:25:30 Carol:  Do you intend to open in September?  Carol, Twin Cities CWRT 
 
01:27:41 Mark:  To Carol: Our CWRT is opening in September. The room is large enough to
    accommodate our usual meeting. We will be social distancing by having 5 
    persons per table than the usual 8-9. Puget Sound CWRT. 
 
01:29:09 scdguidon: For each Zoom meeting do you have a meeting number and a password. 
Shelly SCWRT 
 
01:29:29 Jim Madden -  Zoom has some security issues, including hacking. Have you had concerns 
    or issues of outsiders coming in and disrupting a meeting - Phil Kearny 
    CWRT of North Jersey 
 
01:32:52 Carol:  What is the experience for an attendance of 100 on zoom?  Carol at Twin 
    Cities CWRT. 
 
01:36:43 Ed Lowe: TEAM CWRT is a great idea. I'm reviving the Chickamauga and  
    Chattanooga CWRT, hoping to open up in September. But this site will be 
    MUCH appreciated. 
 
01:37:45 Blake Myers: Will you send participant the Team CWRT FB Group slide? 
 
01:39:58 Timothy  please repeat when next zoom meeting is 
 
01:41:04 William Ghormley: Thanks all! 
 
01:41:11 Colonel Andrew Mizsak: For any assistance with advocacy: 
 
01:41:17 Colonel Andrew Mizsak: JAGCWRT.Mizsak@gmail.com 


